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Analysis of two-body decays of charm mesons using the quark-diagram scheme
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Two-body decays of charm mesons are analyzed in the quark-diagram scheme. Effects of SU(3)
breaking and final-state interactions are included in the formulation. Various theoretical models are
reviewed and tested. In this scheme, the experimental observation of D ~K P gives a clear signal
of the 8'-exchange diagram. The difference in the lifetimes of D+, D, and F+ is studied in terms
of two-body decays.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we analyze the experimental results for ex-
clusive two-body decays of charmed mesons using the
model-independent quark-diagram scheme. We show that
the recent measurements of two-body exclusive decays of
charm mesons D+, D, and F+ from the Mark III, '

CLEO, ARGUS, HRS, and TASSO Collaborations,
incorporating lifetime measurements, can allow us to
determine the magnitudes and even the signs of some of
the quark-diagram amplitudes for P, ~VP decays.
(Here, P, represents D+,D,F+; V is a vector meson; and
P is a pseudoscalar meson. ) For P, ~PP, we can also
derive relations among various quark-diagram amplitudes.
Using these experimentally determined quark amplitudes,
we are able to make predictions for other charm-decay
channels and test various theoretical models.

This paper is organized as follows. The quark-diagram
scheme is presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III we incorporate
the effects of SU(3) breaking and final-state interactions.
In Sec. IV the status of the quark mixing matrix is briefly
reviewed and its implications on charm-decay amplitudes
is discussed. In Sec. V we analyze the experimental data
of two-body decays of charmed mesons. Section VI is de-
voted to the discussions of various theoretical models and
their tests. It is shown that the reaction D ~K P is a
clear signal of 8 exchange. The difference in the life-
times of D+, D, and F+ is studied in Sec. VII within
two-body decays. Section VIII contains our conclusions.
Some of the results in this paper have been reported by us
in Refs. 6—8.

II. THE QUARK-DIAGRAM SCHEME

It has been established ' that all weak decays of meson
states can be classified according to six quark diagrams
(see Figs. 1 and 2), the external W-emission diagram (a),
the internal W-emission diagram (b), the W'-exchange dia-
gram (c), the W-annihilation diagram (d), the horizontal
W-loop diagram (e), and the vertical W-loop diagram (f).
This classification is independent of the strong-interaction
schemes, and can incorporate any specific strong-
interaction-model calculations. Thus all the strange,
charm, bottom, and top particle decays can be expressed
in terms of these six types of quark diagrams and the
quark mixing matrix. "' These quark-diagram ampli-
tudes and the quark mixing matrix can be determined by
comparing them with nonleptonic-decay experiments.

For the decay of a charmed meson into a pseudoscalar
and a vector meson (PV), there are two different atnpli-
tudes for each quark diagram depending on whether or
not the vector meson comes from the charmed-quark de-
cay. We denote the primed amplitudes for the case that
the vector meson arises from the decay of the c quark. It
is obvious that this convention does not apply to the 8-
annihilation diagram since the final state q&qz comes
from W annihilation. In this case we define d' (d) for the
8'-annihilation amplitude if the vector meson comes from

In the third column of Tables I and II we list quark-
diagram amplitudes for all two-body decays of D+, D,

FIG. 1. The six quark diagrams for inclusive meson decay.
FIG. 2. The six quark diagrams for a meson decaying to two

mesons.
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and F+ without SU(3) breaking and final-state interac-
tions. It is of interest to note that in the absence of these
effects D ~E K gpgp are forbidden. Also, as will be
discussed in Sec. IV, the loop diagrams do not contribute
to Cabibbo-suppressed decays. In Sec. III we will discuss
how to incorporate the effects of the final-state interac-
tion and SU(3) breaking in the quark-diagram scheme.

III. SU(3) BREAKING AND FINAL-STATE
INTERACTIONS

As we shall see in Sec. V, a comparison of the quark-
diagram analysis with the data shows the existence of
SU(3)-breaking and final-state-interaction effects. Hence
we incorporate the SU(3)-breaking effects. For instance,
we distinguish the contributions from the strange quarks
in the 8'-loop diagrams from those from down quarks.
As a result, the 8'-loop contribution to charm decays is a
manifestation of SU(3)-breaking effects. In Tables I and
II the 8 -exchange or 8 -annihilation diagrams with
strange quark-antiquark pair creations are denoted by a
tilde to distinguish from those coming from up or down
quark-antiquark creations. For simplicity, we do not in-

clude SU(3)-breaking effects in the external particles ex-
cept in phase-space calculations. For example, we do not
distinguish the amplitude a in D ~%+A and K ~+.

When the strong interaction is turned on, the weak de-

cay amplitudes are modified by the rescattering effects re-
quired by unitarity of the 5 matrix; the absorptive parts
of the amplitudes arise from the final-state strong interac-

tion. The final-state interaction is particularly trouble-
some for charm decays since some resonances are known
to exist at energies close to the mass of the charmed
meson. ' ' Consequently, the inelastic scattering effects
are crucial for understanding the pattern of charm weak
decays. Hence not only phase shifts but also inelasticities
ought to be taken into account in the quark-diagram
analysis. To do this, we introduce an explicit factor e'
for each isospin partial-wave amplitudes. These phase
shifts 6 in general have both real and imaginary parts; the
imaginary component indicates the inelastic effect. Be-
cause of the inelasticity, the phase of the weak amplitude
is in general not the same as the strong-interaction phase
shift.

In Table III we give the relations between quark-
diagram amplitudes and isospin partial-wave amplitudes
Al for some decay modes. Introducing the phase factor
e' ' to each AI and considering the SU(3)-breaking ef-
fects, we obtain the quark-diagram amplitudes in the last
column of Tables I and II for all two-body decays of
charmed mesons.

IV. STATUS OF QUARK MIXING MATRIX AND
IMPLICATIONS ON CHARM-DECAY AMPLITUDES

Recently our knowledge of the quark mixing matrix'
has dramatically improved owing to the b-lifetime mea-
surement' ' and the 1 (b~u)/1 (b ~c) &0.05 bound
from the measurements of semileptonic decays of b-
flavored particles. ' Also these results show that the
quark mixing matrix can be parametrized most con-
veniently in the form'

TABLE III. Relation between quark-diagram amplitudes and partial-wave isospin amplitudes.

D ~K ~+

~K 0~0

D+ K 0~+

(c~) (V 2A, /2+A3/2)

—,(c, )'( —A, /&+~2A3/p)
(c] ) A3/p

;BKn.

A ~/2
——( I /W2)(2a —b + 3c)e

BKrr

A3/2 ——(a +b)e

D+ ~K ~+

~K+~0

D' ~+~-
~7r 77

0 0

D+ ~~'sr+

—( I /V3)(s, ) ( V 2A, /z + A 3/2 )

—(1/V 3)(s i ) ( —A i/z +V2A 3/2 )

( I /V3)s ~c ( +2Bp+ Bp )

( I /V 3)s ~c~(Bp —)/2B2)

—(V 3/V 2)sic&B2

;BKn.

A i/2:(1//6)(a +2b +d)e

A3/p —(I/W3)( —a +b +2d)e

'5777T

Bp= —(3/V 6)(2a/3 —b/3+c —5e —25f)e

'51777

B2 ——( I/t/3)(a +b)e

K K

D+ ~K+K

( 1 /V2)s &c& (Ep+E& )

( I/W2)s ]c](Ep —E, )

Is]c]E[

.5KK

Ep ——(1/+2)(a +2c —c —5e —45f)e
;BKK

E~ ——( I /+2)(a +c ' —5e)e
6KK

E', =[a —d -+( —5e)]e

F+~K m+

K+~0

—(I/V 3)s,c, (~2A )/2+A3/2)
—(I/V 3)s)c)( —A )/2+VZA3/p)

A I'/, —
( I /V 6)(2a +b —d —5e)e

A,"/z —( I /V 3)(a b —2d —25e)e—
F+ K'K+

K'K+
(C]) E]
—(I/&2)(si)'(Ep +E~ )

BKK
E']' ——(b +d)e

;BKK
Ep =[V 2a +(V2 —1)b —d]e
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1 0 0
V= 0 cy sy

0 —sy cy

cz

0 0 0
—s e+'& 0 cz

—s cx 0

0 0 1

0 s e '~ c sx 0

$

0.9737 0.228
—0.23 0.98

0.01 —0.06

(0.0082
0.059

1+(—10 )

c (4.4)

values of V~; for a convenient parametrization see Refs.
21 and 22):

Cx Cz

ipSx Cy Cx Sy Sz e

sxsy —cx cysze
'

SxCz s,e-'&

CxCy —sxSySze' SyCz
ip

ip
Cxsy Sx Cysz e Cy Cz

It is interesting to note that owing to the severe
suppression of the off-diagonal element in the third
column and row, the upper left two-by-two matrix is al-
most unitary, i.e.,

sx s,e-'& V,d/V„= —V„,/V„d -—si/ci . (4.5)

(s,- -0)
—s —sse ip

x y z

SxSy —Sz

1 —Sxsysze

y x ze

Sy

1

(4.1)

An important feature of the three-generation quark mix-
ing matrix is that all CP noninvariance in decays of those
three-generation quark particles are described by one
universal phase-convention-independent parameter:

2 —5
+CP SxsyszspcxCyCz 10

if m, =50 GeV is used in fitting e . (4.2)

Because of this property we can put the phase factor at
the most convenient place, i.e., where the matrix element
is the smallest. ' This has the advantage that for all prac-
tical purposes without involving CP noninvariance, the
matrix can be considered to be real. Further it can be
demonstrated that this parametrization is also the sim-
plest in considering CP noninvariance of partial-decay-
rate differences.

Another important feature of this parametrization is
that it takes advantage of all the experimental informa-
tion: each sine is directly related to one type of experi-
ment

= —, (si /c& )

=0.028 . (4.6)

It is very important to measure this quantity. Note that
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) are strictly true under the three-
generation assumption. Deviation from them may have
the very interesting implication of the existence of the
fourth generation. In that case, all the analyses done in
this paper have to be reassessed.

Equation (4.5) has another very striking implication for
the charm-meson decays: in the SU(3) limit, contribu-
tions in the 8' loop from the strange and down quarks
cancel each other. ' This explains why we drop all the
e and f amplitudes in the third column of Tables I and II.
It also becomes clear that the penguin amplitude in charm
decays does not play an essential role as in the kaon de-
cays since it must vanish in the limit of SU(3) symmetry.

With such a well-determined mixing matrix, the unknown
quantities remaining in the classification for all meson de-
cays are the six amplitudes. An interesting result of this
is the prediction:

~

a (D+ ~'~+) yW(D+

c„=0.9737 from nuclear P decays, (4.3a)

s„=0.22 determined from strange-particle decays,

(4.3b)

sy =0.05 from b -particle lifetime,

s, (0.01 from bounds on (b~u) j(b~c) .

(4.3c)

(4.3d)

This is the inherited convenience from the original
Maiani's pararnetrization, ' though the rotation order was
found originally in Ref. 16 and with final form in the real
angles in agreement with Maiani's. The subscripts x,y, z
are used because that was the order of experimental mea-
surements and easiest to remember. Such parametrization
via sequences of rotations and put phases at the furthest
corners can be generalized to cases with higher generating
of quarks.

Following the convention that these matrix elements
are positive and using the unitarity of the mixing matrix,
assuming three generations of quarks, we obtain the fol-
lowing full quark mixing matrix (ignoring the imaginary
part for this work which deals only with the absolute

V. QUARK-DIAGRAM ANALYSIS

A. The decays P, ~ VP

Recently, many two-body decays of charm particles
have been elegantly measured, ' which we list in Tables
I and II. Here we shall put the quark-diagram formalism
to use, analyzing all existing charm two-body decay data
and discussing their implication for various theoretical-
model calculations.

We begin with the PV decays because of the relative
simplicity in presenting the discussion, though the data of
PV decays are not yet as good as those for some of the PP
decays. The simplicity in discussing the PV decays comes
from the purity of the quark contents in P and co. Many
PV decays are given by one type of amplitude, as shown
in Table I: e g., F+~Pm+ ( ~a'), D+~Pvr+ ( ~b'),
D ~PK ( ~ c '), respectively. The decay amplitude is of
the form

M(P, ~PV) =6'p„A, (5.1)

where |d' is the polarization vector of the vector meson V,

p„ is the four-momentum of the charmed meson, and the
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From the decay rates of F+~Pn+, D+~Pn+, and
D ~PK we can obtain the absolute values of the follow-
ing quark-diagram amplitudes:

i

a'
i

= (2.50+0.42) X 10

i

b'
i
=(3.67+0.51)X 10—',

i
8

I

= (1 92+0.29) X 10

(5.3)

where we have assumed no inelasticity in these channels.
(The discussion of the inelasticity in D ~K P is made in
Sec. VI.) To obtain the decay widths from the measured
branching ratios as given in Table I, the following charm
lifetimes are used:

r(D+) =(8.8 o'8) X 10 ' sec,

&(D )=(4.3 03) X 10 ' sec,

r(F+) =(2.8 q 7) X 10 ' sec .

(5.4}

Among the three measurements of F+~Pvr+ we have
used the branching ratio (3.3+1.1)% (Ref. 4), which is
consistent with various theoretical estimates ' and the
upper bound calculated from current algebra. The c ' in
Eq. (5.3) corresponds to B(D ~PK )=(1.18+0.25)%.

Since D+~K * sr+ [ ~ (a'+b')] is an exotic channel,
it is reasonable to neglect the inelasticity owing to the ab-
sence of isospin- —,

' resonances. Therefore, the rate gives

i

a'+b'
i
=(1.16+0.37) x 10 (5.5)

From Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5), it is evident that a' and b' are
of opposite signs, and the

i

a' and
i

b'
i

obtained from
F+~Pm+, D+ ~Pn+ .are in excellent agreement with
a'+b' determined from D+~K ~+. Thus we have

a ' = ( 2.50+0.42 ) X 10

b'= —(3.67+0.51)x 10
(5.6)

Letting 5—~ =6&&z —63&z, and assuming e =1, weK *~ K *71. i51/2

obtain the following two solutions from the measurements
of D ~K* ~+ and K' w:

(a '+ c '
) /(a '+ b ') =2.36+0.67,

c'= —(5.25+0.39) X 10 (5.7a)

amplitude 3 can be expressed in terms of the quark-
diagram amplitudes as shown in Table I. The partial de-
cay rate is then given by

I[m, —(m~+mp) ][m, —(mv —mp) ]I ~

I=iA
64~m, rn p.

(5.2)

can be accommodated by real amplitudes without final-
state interactions. The amplitude c is quite different
from c in Eq. (5.3); this might be attributed to rescatter-
ing effects as we are going to discuss in Sec. VI.

We next proceed to determine the unprimed amplitudes
from D ~pK and D ~~K decays. From Table I it fol-
lows that D+ ~p+K, D ~mK determine

i
a +b

i
=(2.18+0.25) X 10

i
b+c

i
=(2.S7+O. S1)X IO-'. (5.8)

From the measurements of D ~p K,p+K, we find
two solutions:

(a +c)/(a +b) =1.55+0.16,

h~g = (24+2~)';
(5.9a)

(a +c)/(a +b) = —0.89+0.16,
(5.9b)

b~g = 180'—(24+24)' .

These give the following three possible solutions for am-
plitudes a, b, c:

a =(4.06+0.38)X10 6, b = —(1.88+0.28)X10 6,

(5.10a)
c = —(0.68+0.28}X 10, b, g ——(24+~4)';

a =(1.50+0.38) X 10, b =(0.68+0.28) X 10

(5.10b)
c = (1.89+0.28) X 10, b, ~ ——(24+ q4)';

a =(1.41+0.38) X 10 ', b =(0.77+0.28) X 10—',
(5.10c)

& = —(3.34+0.28) X 10, 5 —=180 —(24+ )

Again, because of the large errors, the data are compatible
with real amplitudes.

Since there is a severe destructive interference in the
mode D+~K *7r+, as indicated by Eq. (5.6), the first
solution, Eq. (5.10a), for the unprimed amplitudes is pre-
ferred on the theoretical prejudice that it yields a destruc-
tive interference in D+ ~p+K . Also, the theoretical cal-
culation in Sec. VI picks up the same solution. Of course,
we need other measurements, as discussed shortly, to con-
firm this conjecture. If (5.10a) turns out to be the correct
solution, then this will imply that (5.7b) is the solution for
the primed amplitudes since the 8-exchange diagram in
D ~K '~ and Kp decays is similar and there is no reason
that 8'-exchange dominates in D~K*~ but not so in
Kp.

One nice prediction from this analysis is

B(D Pn )= —,B(D+ Pn+)I (D+)/I (D )=0.21%
(5.11)

6-, =(52+gp)';

(a'+c')/(a'+b') = —1.70+0.67,

c' = —(0.53+0.39) X 10 (5.7b)
i

a' —d+6e
i
=(2.70+0.61)X 10 (5.12)

This will be an important measurement if we are to test
this scheme.

The measurement of D+ —+K * K+ gives us

= 180'—(52 gp)' .

We note that the errors on 5— are so large that the data

Future measurements of K*
g& [~(b'+c' —2c)] and

K '
rjo [ ~ (b'+c'+c)] can help to determine amplitudes

c and (b'+c'), and then c', since b' is known. Useful in-
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formation on the amplitude c can be obtained from the
data of D ~K * K,K* K [ ~ (e —c')]. Then we can
check which solution of Eqs. (5.10) will be picked, and
thus determine a and b individually. The measurements
of F+~p+vr [ ~ (d —d')], F+~cum+ [ ~(d+d')] can
help the determination of d and d '. All the amplitudes
a, b, c,d, and a ', b ', c ', d', as well as their relative signs thus
can be determined to a certain extent.

r(D' K -~+ )

r(D+ K '~+)
a +c
a +b

(5.13a)

I(D ~K ~) a+c
r(D+ ~K o~+ ) a +b

(5.13b)

If all the weak decay amplitudes a, b, c are real, it is easy
to check that Eq. (5.13) cannot be fitted by the Mark III
data in Table II. We need

a +b
=( 1.69+0.28)e' (5.14)

to fit the data. As discussed in Sec. IV, such a phase can
come from the absorptive part in the weak decay ampli-
tudes which is required by the unitarity of the S matrix
once the strong interaction is turned on. Thereby, in or-
der to have a complete agreement with experiment it is
mandatory to include the effect of final-state interactions.
From Table II(b) we see that D ~K n. receives a contri-
bution proportional to (a +b) in the presence of strong
interactions. Physically, this means that K m + mode can
be converted into K ~ through the final-state interac-
tion. As a result, the color suppression of the channel
D ~K m. is partially relieved.

From D +~m+K, we obtain

~

a +b
~ ~ =(1.66+0.11)X 10 ' GeV . (5.15)

Then from D ~K ~+,K m, we obtain the following
two solutions:

or

[(a +c)/(a +b)]z 1.95+0.14, ——

bg ——(79+ i4)

[(~ +c)/(a +b)] = —1.28+0. 14,-

(5.16a)

(5.16b)
b,g„——180'—(79+',4)',

where we have assumed no inelasticity for both I = —, and
Km scattering since we do not know how sizable the in-3

elastic effect is. The model calculation in Sec. VI favors
the first solution Eq. (5.16a). We want to caution about
the interpretation of the phase-shift difference
Ag: 6] /p 63/p obtained here from charm decays. The

B. The decays P, ~PP

Next we discuss the case of charm-meson decay into
two pseudoscalars, P, ~PP (Not. e that the amplitudes a
to f here for PP decays have no relation to those for the
P V decays. When needed for clarity, we use subscript PP
to denote the distinction. ) Here, the data are of greater
accuracy than for the P, ~PV case (see Table II). For the
case without final-state interactions, one obtains from
Table II

I (F+~gs~+) g=2
I (F+~g+~) a +2d

(5.17)

We want to caution that because of SU(3) breaking (i.e.,
the large mass difference between vr and g, g'), the ampli-
tude c in the Kn. state may be substantially different from
the same amplitude in the mode K g or K g'. Consider
the g- I ™~~ng and the phase-space correction, the
current measurement of D ~K g gives (i)
~1.23b —0.49c

~
z„——(4.57+1.01)X 10 GeV, if there is

no SU(3) breaking, i.e., c =c, or (ii)
~

b +c
~ z„

=(3.71+0.83) X 10 GeV, if SU(3) breaking is maximal,
i.e., c=0.

We next turn to Cabibbo-singly-suppressed channels.
The measurement of D +~K K + yields

~

a —d+5e ~'z
——(4.29+0.66)X 10 GeV . (5.18)

Next we discuss the implications of the two quark-
mixing-matrix-suppressed decays measured by the Mark
III Collaboration

I (D K K+)/I (D K n+)=0. 122+0.018+0.012,
(5.19)

I (D w+vr )/I (D K w+ ) =0.033+0.010+0.006 .

From Table II(a), in the case without SU(3) breaking and
final-state interaction one obtains

I (D K K+)/I (D K n+)=(s, /c, )
.=0.05,

(5.20)

1 (D vr+m)/1 (D K ~+. )=(s, /c, ) =0.05 .

(Here I indicates the reduced width, i.e., phase-space fac-
tor has been factored out. ) Obviously this is not right
when comparing to the data Eq. (5.19), a well-known dif-
ficulty. From Table II(b), we see that such differences
might be attributed to SU(3)-breaking effect of a (i.e.,
azz&az, for example), and of (5e +25f), which contri-
butes with opposite sign to K +K and ~+m, and/or to
the final-state-interaction effect. As we shall see in Sec.
VI, the theoretical calculation shows that the SU(3) break-
ing does not suffice to explain the data, Eq. (5.19); in par-
ticular, the contribution of (5e +25f) makes the situation
even worse. To clarify these mechanisms it is thus very

final-state inelastic scattering can convert the state
(Kvr)1=, &2 into the states Kg, Kg', (Km.m)I i&2, . . . . As
already emphasized in Sec. IV, such inelastic effect would
modify the phase shifts of the amplitudes. Hence, the
phase difference Az in the weak amplitudes is not neces-
sarily the same as the one appearing in strong interac-
tions.

Unlike the PV decays, it is much harder here to deter-
mine individual amplitudes, since none of the decays is
given by a single amplitude. It is interesting to point out
that the nonspectator-diagram amplitudes c and d can be
measured in a model-independent way by observing the
following decay modes:

I (D K g') 1 b+
I (D K q) 2 b+c+c
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important to measure D ~rr n [see Table II(b)], since
the same unknowns (5e+26f), 5O are present, but the
rest of the amplitudes ( b —c) and (a +b) are known
[from Eq. (5.16)].

model:

f+ (0)=1.15, f (0)= —0.60,

f+ (0)=1.33, f (0)= —0.94, (6.5)

GF
H, ff — V d V,*,(c 0 +c+0+ ),

2/2

0+ ——(ud )(sc)+ (uc)(sd),
(6.1)

VI. MODEL CALCULATIONS

A. The decays D ~PP
Thus far we still do not have a reliable way to calculate

the nonleptonic weak decay amplitudes because of the
final-state interactions and soft-gluon nonperturbative ef-
fects. Indeed, after almost 30 years of the first observa-
tion of AI = —, enhancement in %~2~, we have not yet a
reasonable framework to compute the AI = —, amplitude.
In this section we first review the standard approach of
calculating charm-decay amplitudes ' and then
proceed to discuss the various models which have been
proposed to modify the naive scheme.

The standard approach is based on the valence-quark
assumption and vacuum-insertion approximation in which
the matrix elements of two quark bilinear operators are
saturated by the vacuum intermediate states in all possible
ways. As an example we consider the D~Ka decays.
The relevant Harniltonian is

f+ (0)=1.03, f " (0)=0.13 .

For the form factor f we take 0.13 as determined from
the effective chiral Lagrangian rather than —0.30 as
calculated in Ref. 29. The negative sign for f is incon-
sistent with experiment. ' Assuming the dipole form for
the q dependence of the form factors

f+ (q )p ) =f+ (0)/[1 —(q )2 /m, ~ )], (6.6)

a =4.4X10 GeV, b = —1.1X10 GeV,

c = —6.3 X 10-' GeV .
(6.7)

Therefore, (a +b) =3.3X10 GeV, which is to be com-
pared with Eq. (5.15); the decay rate of D+~K sr+ is
overestimated by a factor of 4. On the other hand, the
branching ratio of D ~K ~ is underestimated by a fac-
tor of 5 or 6 in the absence of final-state interactions.
From Eq. (6.7) it turns out

where q&2 is the invariant momentum squared of parti-
cles 1,2, and m &2 is the mass of the contributing vector
bosons, we obtain

where
(b —c)/(a +b) = —0.29 (6.8)

(qiq2) =kr„(1—rs)q2

C =

GF 2c++c
&~+ [A„~o&&K-

[
V~ |DO),

2 3

GF 2c+ —c
(K'~ A„~o)(~+

~

V~ ~D+),
2

(K ~+
/

V„/0)(0/A~/D') .
2

(6.2)

Parametrizing the matrix elements as

and c =(c+ ) =1.80—2.10 for A~CD ——200—500 MeV.
Using the vacuum-insertion method, one obtains

—=0.8—1.0,c
a

(6.9)

which is consistent with neither of solutions (5.16).
To improve the discrepancy between Eqs. (6.8) and

(5.16), one may enhance the W-exchange amplitude c
and/or the internal W-emission diagram (b). Historically,
two extreme attempts have been made to improve the situ-
ation. In the first approach ' the 8'-exchange diagram
is enhanced by the perturbative gluon which is emitted
from the initial light quark and creates the final quark-
antiquark pair, or the diagram is enhanced by other mech-
anisrns. An estimate in Ref. 33 gives

(P(q)
~ A„~ 0) =ifpq„,

& P'(P2)
I

V'„
I

P"(Pi ) & =&f'"[f+(Pi+P2)„

+f (Pi —P2)„],
it follows that

(6.3)

where the amplitudes a and b stay the same as in Eq.
(6.7). The result (b —c)/(a+&)= —(1.37—1.63) is in
agreement with the experimental result, Eq. (5.16a) if the
corresponding final-state interaction is taken into account.

The second approach is to enhance the amplitude b, but
keep c as negligible as before. Different mechanisms have
been suggested in the literature, ' ' for instance, the
soft-gluon nonperturbative effects, to give

3

2C+ —C
b = f~[f+ (mD m2)+f m—~ ],2 3

b c—= —0.S7, —=0
a a

(6.10)

from Eq. (5.16a).
Although both models (6.9) and (6.10) are indistinguish-

able in D~Km. decays, they can be tested in other chan-
nels. '

(a) From the measurements of D+~K K+ and K m+

we obtain

(6.4)

c = — fD[f+ (m~ —m ) f mD ]. —F + — K ~ 2 2 K m. 2
v'2 3

Form factors at q =0 can be evaluated in the Isgur
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Ri ——

2

=6.7+1.8 .a+b (6.1 1)
Realistic calculation shows

R3—1.5 tan 0~, R4—tan 0~ . (6.17)

Neglecting the penguin e for the moment, we find that R
&

is predicted to be 3.0 and 5.7, respectively, in models (i)
and (ii). Following Ref. 37 we find that the penguin con-
tribution is

4e= ——aS

ms md
2 2

m C

2m~1+2 a,
(m„+m, )(m, —m, )

(6.12)

where use has been made of the fact that V„~ V,b is very
small and a, is the strong-interaction coupling constant.
From (6.12) it is obvious that the penguin amplitude in
charm decays is a manifestation of the SU(3)-breaking ef-
fect. Hence the penguin contribution to D +~K K+ is
destructive and small.

(b) There are two different kinds of 8'-exchange dia-
grams in D ~E q decays; one is attributed from down-
quark-antiquark pair production, the other comes from
strange-quark pair creation. Introducing a suppression
factor

C =AC (6.13)

and including g-g' mixing and phase-space corrections,
we find

r(D' K'q)
r(D K ir)
(model (i): 0. 12(A, =O); 0.03(A, = —, ),
model (ii): 0.4 . (6.14)

Hence the W-exchange-enhanced model predicts a very
small R2 for a reasonable value of the SU(3)-breaking ef-
fect. Again the experimental ratio R 2

——0.8+0.4+0.2
disfavors the 8'-exchange-enhanced model. When we dis-
cuss D~K*vr decays later, it becomes more clear that
just enhancing the 8'-exchange does not suffice to con-
sistently fit the data.

We next discuss the Cabibbo-suppressed decays
D ~K+K and m. +ir . It is well known that the SU(3)
symmetry implies

r(D' K+K-)
3 =tan Og,r(D' K ~+)

r(D'-~+~-)
R4 —— ——tan Oc

1(D ~K sr+)

(6.15)

R3 ——(2.25+0.42)tan gc,
R4 ——(0.61+0.19)tan Hc .

(6.16)

(here I indicates the reduced width, i.e., the phase-space
factor has been factored out), while experimentally'

Thus, the SU(3)-breaking effect in the spectator quark
amplitudes is not sufficient to explain the data (6.16). It
has been suggested that the penguin contributions may
help to explain the discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment. However, it is evident from Eq. (6.12) that the in-
clusion of the penguin amplitude would reduce R 3 and
enhance R4. Furthermore, the penguin contribution is
rather small, estimated to be e/a= l%%uo.

(b) Final-state interactions. The urer mode can be con-
verted into KK through the inelastic final-state interac-
tion. In particular, there are two known 0+ resonances
S(975) and 5(1300) which couple to both KK and irrr
channels. A coupled-channel analysis for this final-state
interaction has been performed by Kamal and Cooper. '

Since the w~ scattering is highly inelastic and KK receives
contributions from the final-state inelastic scattering, con-
sequently, R3 is enhanced and R4 is suppressed. Unfor-
tunately, a quantitative prediction cannot be made at
present.

a, b'= il, b ( V
I V„ I

0& &P
I

V"
I
P, ),Gp

2

GFc', d'=c, d = i), q(PV
I A„ I

0)(0
I

3"
I P, ),

2

(6.18)

where g, =g~ ——(2c++c )/3, ilb =rl, =(2c+ —c )/3, V
denotes a vector meson with 0 helicity. To evaluate the
amplitudes we also need the matrix elements

( V(q)
I V„ I

0) =fvmv eq ~

(6.19)

«'(q2)I ~',
I
P"(qi)& = f'"e (P'ig„.+P'2qi„q—i.

+P3q2„q i.»
where e& is the polarization vector of the vector meson V.
The coupling constant fv can be inferred from the width
of the leptonic decay V~e+e . From I (p ~e+e )
=7.084 keV (Ref. 31), we find f 0=0.203. SU(3) and iso-

spin symmetry then give f „=f+ ——&2fzo ——0.287. For
f~, we use the relation (P V& I

0) = (P I
sy'&s

I
0) =

—3(P
I

&„'
I
0), so

I f~ ——0.228 «om r(P
~e+e ) = 1.31 keV. For form factors we follow the an-
satz given by Bernabeu and Jarlskog from a
constituent-quark model:

B. The decays P, ~ VP

As in the two-pseudoscalar case, we evaluate various
quark-diagram amplitudes using the factorization with
vacuum-insertion approximation

GF
n. , b &P

I ~, I
0) &

From Table II we can identify the following two sources
responsible for the deviation from the SU(3) predictions,
Eq. (6.15).

(a) SU(3) breaking. Because of fx ~f, it follows that
a&& & az ——a„ for the external 8'-emission amplitudes.

F (q )=—
m)+m2

F+(q ), F+(0)=1,

F2(q )=0, F3(q )= —
z zFi(q ),

(mi+m2) —q

F, (O) =m, +m, .

(6.20)
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a'=2. 13~ 10 b'= —0.87&&10
—' . (6.23)

The relative sign of a ' and b ' is very confusing in the
literature. Without taking into account the structure con-
stants fJk in Eqs. (6.3) and (6.19), as done by some au-
thors, the relative sign will become positive. It has been
argued in Ref. 42 that in the limit of V-spin symmetry,
the decay D+~E *~+ receives contributions only from
the 0 operator. As a result, the matrix element
(K * . D+) in b' must be the same as the matrix ele-
ment (sr+ . . D+) in a' [see Eq. (6.21)] except with a
sign difference. This means that b' is of the same sign as
a'. However, this argument is not correct since K and
~+ are in different V-spin doublets so they can form a p-
wave V singlet as well as a V-spin triplet. The experi-
mental result (5.6) clearly indicates a large destructive in-

pgterference in D+ ~K m. + decays.
By comparing Eq. (6.23) with Eq. (5.8), it is obvious

that b' is underestimated by a factor of 4. This clearly in-
dicates that the phenomenological model in which only
the W exchange is being enhanced is ruled out. The
reader may now appreciate the quark-diagram analysis in
Sec. V which we just used to rule out the purely 8'-
exchange-enhanced model.

These form factors are similar to the earlier one ' except
that the q dependence of F3/F& is kept. There are many
other different parametrizations for the form factors F&
and F3 (Ref. 41). Fortunately, the spectator quark-
diagram amplitudes are insensitive to the choice of the
form factors.

To illustrate the calculation, let us take
D+~K "7r+( ~ a'+b') as an example. The quark-
diagram amplitudes are given by

GF 2c+ +ca'= (~+
~

(ud)
~

0)(K *
~

(sc)
~

D+),
V'2 3

(6.21)
Gz 2c+ —c

b = ' + &K'* ~(rd) ~0)(~+ l(~c) ID+) .
3

Applying Eqs. (6.19) and (6.20), and factoring out the po-
larization term e.PD, we obtain

GF 2c++ca'= 2m, f„v'2 3

(mD+m, )'
FD K*( 2 2)

(mD+m, ) —m
(6.22)

+ —
2 D+~+Gb'= 2m „f ~f+ (q =m „),v'2 3

where F(q ) is the form factor F&(q ) normalized to uni-

ty at q =0. Assuming the dipole form for the q depen-
dence of the form factors, we find

VII. LIFETIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHARMED
MESON S

This section is devoted to the understanding of the life-
time difference between D+, D, and F+ (Ref. 47). The
large number of D branching ratios measured by the
Mark III can now account for about 85% of the D and
D+ decays. ' Therefore, the difference between D and

PO

s K o

CS

Ko

suppressed. For P, ~VP decays, the 8' exchange or an-
nihilation is, however, no longer subject to form-factor
suppression since m &2 is now the mass of 1+ state of the
final two quarks; helicity suppression is no more active.
The decay D ~K P, which was seen by ARGUS,
CLEO, and Mark III' Collaborations, ought to be an
unambiguous signal for W exchange. '

However, recently it was argued in Ref. 45 that rescat-
tering effects required by unitarity can produce the reac-
tion D ~K P, even when the W-exchange diagram is ab-0 0

sent. An example of the rescattering graph is shown in
Fig. 3(a). This problem was also examined within the
framework of 1/N, approach (N, being the number of
colors) by Baur, Buras, and Gerard. They concluded
that the leading contribution from the W-exchange dia-
gram does not suffice to explain the experimental value of
B(D ~K P). Hence, the question is whether or not the
8'-exchange mechanism is the dominant contribution to
DO K op

Here we wish to emphasize that in the quark-diagram
scheme employed in this paper, all quark diagrams in-
clude strong-interaction gluon clouds. In other words, all
quark graphs used in this approach are symbolic and
meant to have all the strong interactions included, i.e.,
gluon lines are included in all possible ways; hence, they
are not Feynman graphs. The rescattering diagram, Fig.
3(a), is actually a W-exchange graph, which can be easily
seen if we redraw it as Fig. 3(b). Therefore, D ~K P is
really dominated by the generic W-exchange graph. Of
course, if one wishes to calculate the decay amplitude of
D~KP dynamically in terms of Feynman graphs, one
would encounter the final-state rescattering effect and the
nonleading nonfactorizable 1/N, diagrams. Whether or
not these contributions are important is another subject.

C. W-exchange diagram
Do

Ko

W exchange in D~K~ is suppressed due to the small-
ness of the form factors at large momentum transfer [see
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.6)]. More precisely, m, z in Eq. (6.6) is
the mass of ir(890), so W exchange is form-factor
suppressed. In terms of quark language, this is equivalent
to say that W exchange in D~PP decays is helicity

FIG. 3. (a) The final-state rescattering graph suggested in
Ref. 45 as an important contribution to DO~K P. (b) Redraw-
ing of (a).
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D+ lifetimes should be understandable at the level of
two-body decays since three- and four-body decays are
dominated by quasi-two-body channels. The longer life-
time of D+ compared to D may be attributed to the
suppression of D+ rate and the enhancement of D rate.

(i) D+ suppression There are two reasons for the
suppression of D+ rate. (a) Owing to identical-particle
effects in the Cabibbo-allowed decays of D+, only a few
channels are open to D+. More precisely, there are 16
channels for Cabibbo-favored D decays, but only 4 chan-
nels for D+. (b) Neglecting the W-exchange diagram for
the moment, then D decay amplitude is proportional to a
or b, whereas the Cabibbo-allowed D+ amplitude is al-
ways of the form (a +b) due to the identical-particle ef-
fect. Equations (5.6), (5.10a), and (6.10) imply that the in-
terference between a and b is always destructive. Hence
there is a severe destructive interference in all Cabibbo-
favored D+ decays.

(ii) D enhancement. The W-exchange diagram, which
does not exist in D+ decays, may enhance the D decay
rate. However, from the solutions (5.6), (5.10a), and the
discussions in Sec. VI we know that 8-exchange cannot
be the dominant contribution. Furthermore, the contribu-
tion of W-exchange to the decay rates can be either con-
structive or destructive; it is channel dependent. For ex-
ample, the partial rates of D ~p+E and p K are
suppressed in the presence of 8'-exchange effect. Al-
though a quantitative prediction requires the details of
final-state interactions, it is qualitatively clear that the
enhancement of D rate due to the presence of W ex-
change is not important.

From the above discussions, we see that the D and D+
lifetime difference is attributed mainly to the large
suppression of the D+ rate, namely, (a) fewer available
channels and (b) large destructive interference. It should
be emphasized that the difference of lifetimes of D and
D+ cannot be solely due to the nonspectator contribution
as proposed in models with the soft-gluon emission or
with the presence of gluons in the initial D state. First
of all, this purely 8'-exchange enhanced model is ruled
out when we discuss P, ~ VP and PP decays. Second, the
effect of D+-rate suppression is model independent and
has to be included.

Recently, there are several new measurements of the
F+ lifetime: (3.2+~ 3))&10 ' sec by the NA11 experi-
ment (Ref. 51), (3.5+& &+0.9)&(10 " sec by the HRS
group, and (2.6+o 9) )& 10 ' sec by the new E531 experi-
ment. All the new measurements are substantially
larger than the old E531 result (Ref. 54), (1.9+() 7) X 10
sec, but still smaller than the world-average D lifetime,
Eq. (5.4).

The study of the lifetime of F+ is of special interest
since it can help to sort out the possible explanations for
the D -D+ lifetime difference. Indeed, if 8'exchange is
the sole mechanism responsible for the large difference in
the lifetimes of D and D+, F+ would be expected to
have a larger lifetime than D, which is not seen experi-
mentally. As far as the principal spectator diagrams are
concerned, F+ decay is very similar to D . Hence it is
plausible that the F+-D lifetime difference may be attri-
buted to the nonspectator contributions. As the 8'-

exchange diagram in D decays, the 8'-annihilation dia-
gram in F+~ VP and VV decays is not subject to helicity
or form-factor suppression. Moreover, W annihilation is
not color suppressed and this is the crucial difference be-
tween 8' exchange and 8' annihilation. As a result, it is
very likely that the difference of D and F+ lifetimes
comes from the 8'-annihilation contributions in the VP
and VV decays of the F+ meson. In view of this, the fu-
ture measurements of F+~covr+, p+~, and pm. +, which
proceed through the 6' annihilation, are of paramount
importance to test the role of 8' annihilation in F+ de-
cays.

In most model calculations, F+~++~ is forbidden by
the isospin argument, and the amplitudes of
F+~p+n, p 7r+ v. anish since d and d' are the same [see
Table I(c)]. Consequently, it is difficult to understand
why two-body decays of F+ have larger decay rates com-
pared with that of D (Ref. 55). The experimental fact
that r(F+ ) & r(D ) may imply that the two W-
annihilation graphs d and d' should not be the same when
the spin of the final state is taken into consideration. It is
thus quite important to measure F+~p+~ and p m+ to
see the role of 8' annihilation.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed exclusive two-body de-
cays of charmed mesons within the framework of the
quark-diagram scheme. We have shown that the Mark
III data of charm decaying into two pseudoscalar P, ~PP
cannot be fitted if all quark-diagram amplitudes are real
and if SU(3) symmetry is assumed. We therefore incorpo-
rate the effects of SU(3) breaking and final-state interac-
tions in our quark diagram to account for inelastic final-
state interactions due to resonances and rescattering ef-
fects, we introduce an explicit factor e' for each partial-
wave isospin amplitudes. This phase shift 6 has both real
and imaginary parts; the imaginary component reflects
the inelastic effect. Because of inelasticities and the com-
municating multichannels available in the decays it is not
straightforward to compare the phase shifts in hadronic
scattering to those determined in charm decays.

Owing to the purity of the quark contents in P and co,
many PV decays are governed by one type of amplitude,
as shown in Table I. This enables us to determine, for the
first time, some of the quark diagrams from the data.
Solutions (5.6), (5.7), (5.9), and (5.10) are our results. We
also pointed out future measurements of D ~K' gz,
E *

qo, K* K, K' K, and F+~p+~, co~+ will give
definite and model-independent results about individua1
amplitudes.

For P, ~PP decays, we obtain two solutions, Eq. (5.16).
It is evident from these solutions that a nontrivial phase
shift difference due to final-state interactions is indispens-
able to fit the data. Unlike the PV decays, it is much
harder here to determine individual amplitudes, since
none of the decays is given by a single amplitude.
Nevertheless, it is pointed out that the future measure-
ments of D ~K g&, K go, F+~~+g8, ~+go will help
to sort out individual amplitudes. We also urge experi-
mentalists to measure D ~~ a to clarify which mecha-
nism„SU(3) breaking and/or final-state interactions, is re-
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sponsible for the ratio I (D ~K+K )/I (D ~tr+tr )

= 3.7.
We then proceed to give theoretical model calculations

of various quark-diagram amplitudes. It has been estab-
lished that the vacuum-insertion calculations do not agree
with the two-body exclusive decays. For example, the de-

cay rate of D+ ~K m+ is overestimated by a factor of 4,
whereas the branching ratio of D ~K ~ is underes-
timated by a factor of 5 or 6 in the absence of final-state
interactions. Most perturbative QCD calculations give
negligible 8-exchange and 8-annihilation amplitudes for
P, ~PP decays. To improve the comparison with the
data attempts have been made to enhance either the 8-
exchange diagram (c), or the internal W-emisston diagram
(b). From the Mark III data of D+ ~K K+ and
D ~K g, it appears that just enhancing 8' exchange
does not suffice to consistently fit the data. Our model
calculations reveal that SU(3) breaking alone is not suffi-
cient to explain the observed ratios I (D ~K+K )/
I (D K ~+) and I (D tr+7r )/I (D K tr+).
Therefore, the two 0+ resonances S(975) and 5(1300)
which couple to both KK and mw channels may play an
important role in this case. As mentioned above, the mea-
surement of D ~ ~ is needed to clarify the situation.

For P, ~VP decays, we first clarify the sign confusion
in the literature about amplitudes a' and b', a and b; the
V-spin symmetry argument does not tell us what is the
relative sign it should be. We then point out that the
theoretical prediction of the internal 8'-emission ampli-
tude b' is too small by a factor of 4. (Recall that b' can
be uniquely determined from D+~Ptr+ and D~K *sr

data. ) This clearly indicates that the phenomenological
model in which only the 8' exchange is being enhanced is
ruled out.

We then turn to the W-exchange diagram. Even in the

naive model, 8 exchange or annihilation in P, ~VP de-
cays is no longer subject to form-factor and helicity
suppression. Indeed, the decay D ~K P, which
proceeds through the 8'-exchange mechanism, is seen
with large branching ratio —1%. It has been suggested
that a substantial fraction of D ~K tt could come from
the rescattering effects and nonleading 1/N, contribu-
tions. We clarify that actually all these contributions are
included in the generic W-exchange graph (which is not a
Feynman graph).

Finally, we discuss the lifetime differences between
D+, D, and F+. We argue that the difference in life-
times should be understandable at the level of two-body
decays since three- and four-body decays are dominated
by quasi-two-body channels. We conclude that the differ-
ence of lifetimes of D and D+ is attributed mainly to the
large suppression of the D+ rate: namely, (i) fewer avail-
able channels and (ii) large destructive interference. We
emphasize that the lifetime difference cannot be solely due
to soft-gluon emission as proposed in some models. The
study of the lifetime of F+ can help to sort out the possi-
ble explanations for the D -D+ lifetime difference. We
contemplate that the difference between F+-D lifetimes
is due to the nonspectator contributions. 8'-annihilation
diagram in F+ decays does not subject color suppression,
whereas 8' exchange does. In view of this, future mea-
surements of F+~co~+, p+~, and p~+ are of impor-
tance to test the role of 8'annihilation in F+ decays, and
hence the lifetime differences.
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